Capital 
I. INTRODUCTION
Capital structure is combination of various source of capital use by the company, normally it includes two types of funds (i) own funds and (ii) loan funds. Own funds includes equity capital, preference capital, and reserves and surplus while loan fund includes long term loans secured and unsecured like debenture, loan from financial institutions, loan from banks and public deposits etc.
A capital structure should be ideal. An Ideal capital structure is those capital structure which gives maximum benefit to the owner of the business. There are two kinds of capital structure exists levered and unlevered. The capital structure use debt funds are known as levered and the capital structure use only owner's funds are known as unlevered. Levered capital structure is risky but it gives more benefit to the owner while unlevered capital structure is riskless but it gives less benefit to the owners.
The present study is focus on capital structure analysis of selected pharmaceutical companies of Gujarat state. The following are the objectives of the study.
II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1. To know the various components of capital structure used by the pharmaceutical companies in Gujarat. 2. To know the overall proportion of own fund and loan fund of capital structure of pharmaceutical companies in Gujarat.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The researcher has collected data of capital structure of ten selected pharmaceutical companies situated in Gujarat state from its financial reports of last five years from 2010-11 to 2014-15. Percentage of each component of capital structure of each company calculated with total capital invested in the company. Average of five years of such percentage was calculated for each components use in capital structure for each company. Than average of ten selected companies calculated for each component and after that a pie chart created for overall capital structure of selected pharmaceutical companies. From the above table and chart the researcher can observed that in all the selected ten pharmaceuticals companies have four major components consists in capital structure. Share capital, Reserves, secured loan and unsecured loan. By the analysis it can be concluded that Average proportion of each components found 22 percent, 50 percent, 19 percent and 9 percent respectively. Moreover it was found that overall 72 percent capital structure funded by owner's capital and average 28 percent by debt capital. All the capital structures of selected companies are levered because all the companies used debt fund in its capital structure. That means of the companies got benefit of trading on equity.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS

V. TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS
H 0 : There is no significance difference between capital structures of selected pharmaceutical companies H 1 : There is no significance difference between capital structures of selected pharmaceutical companies During the current study the researcher assume that there is no any significance difference in capital structure of the selected companies. There for the null hypothesis mentioned above tested with the help of ANOVA at 5 percent level of significance and considering one factor. The null hypothesis is rejected here by the test it indicates that all the capital structure of selected companies are not identical. There are significant differences in capital structure of all selected pharmaceutical companies of Gujarat.
VI. CONCLUSION
From the above analysis of capital structure of selected pharmaceutical companies of Gujarat the researcher can be concluded that: 1) Capital structures of the all selected companies are levered means all the selected companies used debt in capital structure. 2) Proportions of owner's funds are more as compare to debt funds and in owner's fund proportions of reserves found more as compare to equity capital. 3) Overall ratio of own funds and loan fund founds were found 72 percent and 28 percent respectively. 4) Capital structure of all selected companies are not identical in all manners these are significantly different.
